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ABSTRACT
Recentimprovementsin the SuperTransitionArray(STA)methodfor calculatingBound-
Bound(BB) and Bound-Free(BF) emissionand absorptionspectrafor LTE plasma are
described and illustrated. The method accounts for ali possible BB and BF radiative
transitionsin the plasma. Full detailed first order quantumrelativistictreatment is used
for calculating transition energies and probabilities. The enormous number of
configurationsare divided into sets of superconfigurationscomprisedof a collection of
energeticallygroupedconfigurations.The contributionof the transitionarray betweentwo
superconfigurationsto a specificone-electrontransitionis thenrepresentedby a Gaussian
whose moments(total intensity, averageenergy and variance)are calculatedaccurately
using a technique that bypasses the necessity of direct summationover ali the levels
involved. The calculation of these moments involves the populations of the
configurations given by their statistical weights and the Boltzmann factor.For each
configuration within the super configuration we use zeroeth order energies in the
Boltzmann factor corrected by a super configuration average,xifirst order term. The
structureof the spectrumis increasinglyrevealedby splittingeach STA intoa number of
smaller STAs. When the spectrumconverges it describesthe detailed 'UTA' structure,
whereeachconfigm'ation-to-configurationarray isrc'presentedbya separateGaussianwith
first order energy in the Boltzmannfactor. Convergenceis reached with only a few
thousandSTAs,at most,whichmakesthe calculationspractical, lt shouldbe pointedout
that in this treatmentthe STA momentsare obtainedby summingover ali level-to-level
transitions,rather than configuration-to-configurationaveragetransitions.We also take
into account 'orbital relaxation' by calculating orbitals and energies for each super
configm'ationin its own,optimizedpotential.

1. The Model

, Recently the Super Transition Array (STA) method was presented for calculating
LTE bound-bound (BB) spectra in hot and dense plasma. 1 The method is capable of
accounting for ali BB radiative transitions. The enormous number of levels that are
accessible in LTE are grouped into a much smaller set of superconfigurations, each
comprised of a collection configurations with similar energies. The contribution to a
specific one-electron transition of the transition array between two superconfigurations is
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represented by a Gaussian distribution with moments (total intensity, average energy and
variance) calculated accurately and analytically using a technique that by passes direct
summation over ali the levels involved. The calculation of these moments involves
weighting each configuration by its LTE population, as given by its statistical weight and i)

Boltzmann factor. For each configuration within the super-configuration we used zero
order energies in the Boltzmann factor. In the pres(_nt work we have improved on this
element of the method to achieve better accuracy. Also, we have included Bound-Free (BF) °
transitions within the model.

We have improved the accuracy of the STA model hl four ways:

1) A convergence procedure has been developed to reveal the spectral structure by
graduaUy dividing each STA into a number of smaller STAs. The algorithm for splitting
STAs is guided by physical considerations. The new superconfigurations are defined to
include configurations within a narrower energy range.

2) Super-configuration average first order energies are used in the Boltzmann factors.
Within each super-configuration the energy in the Boltzmann factor for each level is still
zeroeth order, but the super-configuration average fin'st order correction gives the proper
weight for each STA.

3) The STA moments are corrected to account for level by level contributions, rather than
configuration averages. This amounts to including the configuration-to-configuration
transition array, or UTA, 2 widths and shifts in the STA moments.

4) Orbital relaxation is included by separately minimizing the weighted average energy of
each super configuration with the weights given by the configurations' population.

These improvements yield the detailed 'UTA' spectrum in which each configuration-to-
configuration transition array is represented by a separate Gaussian, weighted by a
Boltzmann factor depending on the ftr,st order configuration average energy. Typically, this
converged spectrum is obtained with a few thousand STAs, rather than the astronomical
number of UTAs actually involved.

Plasma effects can be included in the STA model in various ways. In the present
calculations we used an ion-sphere ansatz and the Thomas-Fermi model for the free
electrons. The beund orbitals are obtained by first order solution to the 'many-electron'
Dirac equation consistent with the free electron potential. The effect of collisional
broadening is included by assuming a common Voight line shape, resulting from the
cotllvolution of a Doppler profile and collisional Lorentzian for each line within an STA.3
We convolve each STA Gaussian with this Voight line shape, to obtain a Voight function
for each STA.

Ali these improvements were also applied to the BF STAs. For the spectrum of BF
transitions we look at the total single orbital transition array originating from a specific
bound orbital and split it into STAs defined in the following way:

1) For the energy of a final configuration we take the first order energy of the ionic
configuration plus the free electron kinetic energy, e.

2) For fixed e, we calculate the moments of the STA, summing over ali transitions between
the superconfiguratiens of the corresponding two ions, using the same techniques as for
BB STAs.

3) Since the variances of these STAs are independent of e, which only shifts the average t_
energy of the STA, and since the transition probabilities depend only on e, and are
common to ali the STAs belonging to the same total single orbital transition array, we



can sum over ali the corresponding STAs and convolve the result with the transition
probability, integrating over E.

'v

2. Results

' The efficiency and accuracy of the convergence process is shown in Figure 1, for
the 2p3/2-3ds/2 transition array of Fe at a temperature of 200 eV and solid density.
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Fig. 1. Convergenceof one-electrontransition spectrum,2p3/2-3ds/2in Fe, as the number of transition
arrays is increased. The spectrum computed from 673 STAs is nearly identical to the UTA spectrum,
constructedfromali 212,049configuration-to-configurationtransitions.

Under these plasma conditions, the number of bound orbitals is around 14, giving rise to
212,049 contributing UTAs. This number is small enough that an exact configuration-to-
configuration UTA calculation can be done. The STA model evidently converges to the
exact UTA result with only 673 STAs. On the other hand, if only 69 STAs are used, a
good deal of the structure remains unresolved. Clearly the Average Atom (AA) model,
which uses a single Gaussian for the whole one-electron transition array, fails completely
to describe the structure. In other cases, particularly when a total specmun is calculated, the
detailed UTA calculation is impractical, but the number of STAs needed for convergence is
at most a few thousand.

To demonstrate the effect of the improvements described above, we have chosen
the same one electron transition array of Fe, in a plasma at 160 eV and 0.01 g/ce. For this
plasma, the number of bound orbitals, and therefore the number of UTAs, is much higher.

In Figure 2 we show the converged STA spectrum, revealing the structure hidden
, by the AA model. Figure 3 displays the effect of including UTA widths and shifts. This

effect shifts and smears the structure.



Figure 4 shows the effect of including first order super-configuration averaged
energies in the Boltzmann factor. The transition energies are the same for both curves since
we use the same first order transition energies. The difference is in the transition
probabilities. Inclusion of first order energies in the transition probabilities reduces the
relative intensity of the UTAs far from the center, reducing the total width of the array. In
Figure 5, the effect of orbital relaxation is shown to have a similar effect. 'This follows
from the fact that the energy of a configuration is up-shifted when using orbitals which
optimize the energy of another configuration, and this correction becomes greater as the
energy splitting between the configurations is increased.
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Fig.2. The STAmodelrevealsspectralstructureabsentin the averageatom model.
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Fig. 3. The effect of including UTA widths and shifts (term structure), for the same transition and
conditionsas in Fig 2. The stectrum with term structureis shiftedupalong the ordinateby about 104 for
clarity.

We now present complete spectrum calculations for two cases. In Figure 6 we
expand the Fe example of Figs. 2-5 to include ali one electron transition arrays. We include



also the bound-free spectrum, and, for completeness, the free-free and Compton scattering
contributions. Figures 6 and 7 give the spectrum with and without UTA widths and shifts,
respectively. A similar comparison is presented in figures 8 and 9 for Al at 70 eV and .027
g/ce.

e

3. Summary
l

We have presented recent improvements in the STA model giving more accurate
and detailed spectra for bound-bound and bound-free transitions. It should be pointed out ,,
that in higher density plasmas, such as obtained recently for Ba using sub-picosecond laser
pulses, 4 the number of relevant configurations is enormous and detailed configuration
accounting is impractical. In contrast, the STA model deals with simple and complex
spectra at the same level. As we have already mentioned the number of STAs needed for
convergence of the spectrum apparently never exceeds a few thousand.
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Fig. 4. The effectof usingfirstorderconfigurationaverageenergiesin Boltzmannfactors.
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Fig. 6. Absorptionspectrumof Fe at 160eV and .01g/cc, in cm2/g,includingUTA widthsand shifts.
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Fig. 7. Same as 6, but without UTA widths and shifts.
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Fig. 8. Aluminum absorption spectrum at 70 eV, .027 g/cc, including UTA widths and shifts.
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Fig. 9. Same as 8 but without UTA widths and shifts.
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